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MODE

ACTION

Turn on
wall switch

1

First
Touch

2

Second
touch

3

Third
Touch

4

Fourth
Touch

5

Fifth
Touch

6

EXPERIENCE

POWER LEVEL

RESULT

Standard
lighting

66%

Lighted mirror turns
on at 66% light level
for general room
illumination.

Task
lighting

100%

Light level increases
to 100%.

Off

Night
Glow

Soft
lighting

Standard
lighting

AUTOMATIC FUNCTION

Energy Save mode: If
lights remains on for
more than 60 minutes,
lighting automatically
reduces to 33% light
level (mode 5).

Lighted mirror turns
off. Leaf remains lit.

If not touched for more
than 60 minutes, the
next touch turns light
on at 66% light level.
(mode 1)

1.5 to 0.1%

Lighted mirror turns
on at 1.5% light level
for nighttime safety.

Eye-Sensitivity
Adjustment gradually
reduces light level from
1.5% to 0.1% over 20
minutes as eyes adjust
to low light.

33%

Light level increases
to 33%.

No automatic changes;
lights are in Energy
Save mode.

66%

Light level increases
to 66%; cycle starts
again.

0%

Notes:





Check local electrical code to determine if wall switch is required near entryway to room.
If wall switch controlling the lighted mirror is a motion sensing type, it will include a delay that automatically turns
the circuit off after a preset amount of time. When power is returned, the lighted mirror will turn on at mode 1,
66% light level.
Any time power is eliminated to the lighted mirror (switched, circuit breakers, power outage, etc.) the default
light level when power is returned is the 66% light level,
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